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Abstract

The importance of right speed, effectiveness, efficiency and learning in Multi Business Model Innovation (MBMI) is vital to meet today’s Volatile, Uncertainty, Complex and Ambiguous (VUCA) challenges to survive as a Business in Business Model Ecosystems (BMES). Coronavirus pandemic, war in Ukraine, volatile global material and resource prices and deliveries, cyberattacks make big external VUCA events to Businesses. VUCA can also come from the inside of the Business as management style change, interventions or a burn down of the Business.

How can Businesses under these VUCA conditions still do high quality MBMI? How can MBMI participants and teams in these processes increase their MBMI output?

This paper investigates the impact of positive emotions, relatedness and creativity on the outcome of three different MBMI processes in three different Business Model Ecosystems influenced by VUCA. Positivity, relatedness
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and creativity are hypothesized as components to strengthen the individuals’ search for meaning in VUCA and for their motivation to act in MBMI processes influenced by VUCA.

The study is conducted as a mix method research project in the view of MBMI and psychological theory – particularly the concept of positive emotions and relatedness as mental states for learning and knowledge creation. Interviews and observations show that individuals in networks and teams with a mood of positivity strengthen MBMI and the MBMI learning and creation process. Thus, our intention for further research is twofold: Training in positivity in teams can stimulate the courage to make disruptive solutions sufficient for VUCA. Secondly, in searching for the MBMI mindset psychological traits will be studied by the Big Five profile test. This opens for recruitment of participants to optimizing MBMI teams. Main contributions are:

- Positive emotions and relatedness strengthen the urge to learn and to create in VUCA – searching for meaning and motivation to act is related to this concept.
- Learning and creative processes increase, since the basis of positivity and relatedness in individuals, teams and networks are strengthened.
- Innovative outcome seems of a higher quality when based on positive emotions. Research in positive emotions in Business Model Innovation is rare.
- Positive emotion is the core concept and by training of positivity, it may strengthen the MBMI processes and the VUCA competences.
- The outcomes and solution of the MBMI processes in the case study show mainly incremental and radical MBMI – only one is disruptive.
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### 1 Introduction

Businesses today are challenged by a world that is increasingly Volatile, Uncertain, Complex and influenced by Ambiguity – (VUCA) (Warren, 1985). Coronavirus pandemic, war in Ukraine, global volatile material and resource prices, volatile and unsecure deliveries, unexpected attacks and cyber attacks, global push to complex and ambiguous Circular Green Business Model transformation (Pieoroni, 2019; Bocken, 2020) makes it very
challenging and complex to operate and survive as a Business today. It lays a continuous pressure on change and survival of Businesses’ Business Models (BM), and at the same time to keep engagement among employees, users and customers, networks and those responsible for Multi Business Model Innovation (MBMI). The concept of Business refers to former concepts such as company, firm etc.

Today Businesses have to act with a MBMI approach as BM’s lifetime are continuously shrinking (Lindgren 2018) and the strategic Business game is no longer a single BM game – but a MBMI game. Compared to previous, this increases even further the pressure and importance of high speed (Fine, 1999), right speed (Lindgren 2017), effectiveness, efficiency and learning in MBMI (Lindgren, 2018). VUCA gives significant challenges to BM design, reconfiguration, and development (Lorenzo, 2017) today in Businesses. VUCA events influence can change managements style within days and minutes, and make managers act differently and volatile without employees knowing why. It leaves MBMI participants uncertain and with an understanding of management as complex and ambiguous.

V = Volatility means nature and dynamics of change, and the nature and speed of change forces and change catalysts. Volatility is the changing dynamic in a set of economic, environmental and social-categorization situations. The dynamic can change due to any shift in situations, whether it is economical, environmental, social, technical, biological or anything of the like. It can be triggered from inside and outside the Business or in the Business’ Business Model Ecosystem (BMES) (Lindgren, 2016) or from the Business’ internal ecosystem. It has proven to be very difficult to find the specific component that causes the change in situational, economical, environmental and social-categorization (Schick, 2017). Studies of SME’s in Greenbizz project (Greenbizz 2022) and ECSMV project (ECSMV 2022) volatile, uncertain, complex and ambiguous MBMI projects (Lindgren, 2022) showed many events of VUCA.

U = Uncertainty means lack of predictability, the prospects for surprise, and the sense of awareness and understanding of issues, events and Business management. Uncertainty in MBMI projects and processes is when the availability or predictability of information is unknown. Uncertainty often occurs in volatile BMES’s or Businesses that are complex in structure and actions involving unanticipated interactions and relations appearing uncertain. Uncertainty may occur in the intention to imply causation or correlation between internal Business units, external Business units and BMES to the MBMI project and other MBMI projects. And of a social perceiver, a target
user, customer, network or even employee(s), colleagues, managers or board members as well. “Situations where there is either a lack of information to prove, why a perception is in occurrence or informational availability, but lack of causation are not available and where uncertainty is salient” (Bodenhausen, 2009).

C = Complexity in a VUCA context means multiplex of forces, the confounding of issues, no cause-and-effect chain and confusion that surrounds the BMES and the Businesses. Complexity in MBMI refers to the status of interconnectivity and interdependence of AS IS BMs (existing Business models) and the proposed change in interconnectivity and interdependence of a TO BE BMs (future Business models). AS IS BMs and TO BE BMs are continuously hit by “complexity forces” from multiple BMESs, BMs and their BM dimensions and components (Lindgren, 2018) in Businesses MBMI projects, MBMI tasks and/or MBMI processes.

A = Ambiguity means haziness of reality, the potential for misreads, and the mixed meanings of conditions; cause-and-effect confusion. Ambiguity in MBMI is when the general meaning of something in a MBMI project or process is unclear even when an appropriate amount of information is provided. It is similar to the idea of uncertainty, though the latter, is when relevant information in a MBMI project or process is unavailable and unknown, whereas ambiguity is when relevant information is available but the overall meaning is still unknown. Both exist in MBMI projects and processes.

VUCA increases the necessity to do more collaboration, cocreation and coopetition (Brandenburger, 1996) in designing, reconfiguring and developing BMs in opposition to how some Businesses (Børsen 2021, Berlingske 2021) and even societies paradoxically react today (Intelligencer 2022, Foreign Relations 2022). This gives greater BM opportunities – but also increased possibilities to change and create BMs that can meet the challenges and request of VUCA faster and with higher quality. This compels Businesses to reconfigure, design and develop BMs in new and different ways to survive “hit” from VUCA Events.

Mike Harris (2020) said: “Lack of preparation creates Business risk”, but VUCA events seem not to be possible to forecast, to learn from and prepare for. Therefore, in today’s BMESs, doing MBMI right is extremely difficult. Businesses need to execute at speed – intensely pursuing MBMI strategy with confidence and discipline as “the BMES’s changes continuously” (Lindgren, 2018). Businesses must prepare themselves for tomorrow’s “VUCA Hit” and this means continuously experimenting with new tools and new methods to do MBMI at a right speed MBMI and in an efficient and effective way. Lifetime
of the Businesses’ BMs today hasty become obsolete and outdated (Lindgren, 2018).

2 VUCA and Positive Psychology – Searching for the MBMI Mindset

From this perspective, we have outlined our research point of interest: How to outline a competent MBMI mindset capable of coping with challenging VUCA events. We search for the MBMI human being secret: What is happening in the minds of people who stand in a VUCA situation and take action. Why do some people bring in incremental, radical or even disruptive MBMI solutions to a – at first sight – hopeless situation.

Psychological research highlights the fact that it is not possible to be positive and creative and, at the same time negative in his or her thinking (Garland et al., 2010). Secondly, positive emotions can be broadened and build-up (Fredrickson, 2001, 2004, 2009). Our hypothesis is that it is hard (almost impossible) to do MBMI both as an individual and in teams when thinking negatively urging to run away from the VUCA situation. Recent research highlights that positivity in the sense of happiness is a prerequisite for MBMI processes (Valter, 2018).

3 Research Questions

These reflections have led us to the following research questions:

- How do positive emotions influence MBMI and MBMI processes taking place in BMESs and Businesses influenced by VUCA?
- Do the participants’ mental state of positivity have an impact on MBMI success and output?

Positive psychology describes a relationship between creativity and learning in the concept of wellbeing (Garland et al., 2010; Seligman, 2012; Fredrickson, 2009, 2013a; Knoop, 2010, 2013, 2016) and motivation (Deci and Ryan, 1985, 2000, 2017). Research has shown that happiness is related to MBMI competences (Valter, 2018) and to psychical and mental successful activity and self-efficacy (Bandura, 1987; Oppezzo et al., 2014). This leads us to assume that positive emotions in MBMI processes may be very important when working in Businesses influenced by VUCA and with high risk of negativity and failure.
Failure in itself may not be a catastrophe to the Business, the MBMI project and process, but failure to learn from failure definitely is. The competence of individuals and Businesses to deal with VUCA can be measured with a number of engagement themes:

1. MBMI Learning and Knowledge leadership, Management and Sense-Making (Maholtha, 2000, 2001; Bashir 2019)
3. MBMI Planning and Readiness Considerations (Lindgren 2018)
4. MBMI Functional Responsiveness and Impact Models
5. MBMI Recovery Systems and Forward Practices
6. MBMI Systemic failures (Shuhayl, 2015)
7. MBMI Behavioral failures (Shuhayl, 2015)

4 VUCA and The Multi Business Model Innovation (MBMI) Concept

No Business is an island (Håkonson, 1989) and no BM stands alone – but is related to other Businesses and BMs (Lindgren, 2016) through tangible and intangible relations either internal or external the Business and the BMs and for BMES as well. That’s why VUCA “hits” not just on one single Business and on one BM, but on other Businesses, Business, BMs and BMES with “high speed” – as these are more interrelated than in earlier times. Therefore, an “isolated BM, Business and BMES strategy” is not sustainable and will not work against VUCA events – and definitely not in the long run.

The MBMI concept was already proposed in 2004 (Markides, 2004) and took its point of entry from the basic approach that any Business can have more BMs as either operating BMs (AS IS BM) and/or BMs under design or reconfiguration (TO BE BM) (Lindgren 2018). TO BE BMs can also be intangible or even tangible related to AS IS BMs and therefore it is important – especially in “VUCA Worlds” – to search for the TO BE BMs of tomorrow, even before they have been set into MBMI process.

The MBMI approach and concept proposes that a Business, especially in a “VUCA World”, focuses on all seven levels of MBMI available to any Business as illustrated in Figure 1 to find out, where the VUCA is “hitting” the Business.

Accordingly, the VUCA can hit Business core Business (the grey box) in the middle of the figure, different Business Model Portfolios, different
Figure 1  The seven BM levels in BMI inspired by (Horn Rasmussen and Lindgren, 2016).

Business Models, Business Model Dimensions, Business Model Components or even the MBMI process (MBMI Time). VUCA can have influence and have impact on all seven MBMI levels and even simultaneously. Businesses must formulate a MBMI task accordingly to which MBMI level(s) is/are hit and relevant to the specific “VUCA MBMI task”. VUCA, however, changes continuously, as explained above, and can turn up as a “chameleon” initiated from inside or outside the Business and BMES. Therefore, the MBMI task has often to be addressed, continuously to be focused and analysed, to be considered, reacted to and maybe changed as a result of change in the MBMI task. And finally, it has to be “double checked” for how “fit” the formulated MBMI task is to the specific MBMI VUCA context at a specific time. This has to be done more often, and still inviting for misunderstandings and high risks.

The MBMI and development constantly has to be overviewed and analyzed related to the AS IS BMs and the upcoming TO BE BMs. The Business must continuously do MBMI i.e. reengineering (AS IS) BMs and design (TO BE) BMs in order to fill in the gap of existing BMs. The MBMI ongoing process as illustrated in Figure 2 causes seven phases with different activities:

5 Creating and Learning in VUCA

MBMI projects under influence of VUCA are demanding mental processes, and the solutions can be very controversial to standard norms, culture, trends
In this phase the TO BE BM and MBMI project solution is measured on performance.

In this phase the innovation part of the MBMI takes place.

In this phase the inside out information gathering takes place.

In this phase – the outside in information gathering takes place.

Here the MBMI process leaves the AS IS situation, decision is taken and the MBMI project is “pushed” and moved a TO BE-Situation.

Here the MBMI process leaves the AS IS situation, decision is taken and the MBMI project is “pushed” and moved a TO BE-Situation.

**Figure 2** Inspired by Andersen and Lindgren (2019) and of Multi Business Model Innovation process based on (Lindgren, 2012; Lindgren and Jørgensen, 2012; Lindgren 2018).

and Business practice. Our postulate is that the MBMI participants need a positive mindset, and for this purpose, positive psychology offers insights in positive thinking even in negative situations, since research shows that positivity is fundamental prerequisite for the urge to learn and create knowledge (Knoop, 2010, 2013, 2016).

In VUCA, the core information centre of learning is non-existent. Often there is no prior experience or a peer to learn from – and you have to innovate a new beginning (Cousins, 2018). From a strategic leadership perspective, VUCA calls for VUCA-skills – Vision, Understanding, Clarity, Agility in order to cope with VUCA challenges (Lawrence, 2013; George, 2017, 2021).

This leads us to question: How to outline a competent MBMI mindset capable of coping with challenging VUCA situations. Why do some people just bring in radical and even disruptive MBMI solutions – others do not? Psychological research highlights that it is impossible to be positive, and, in the very same moment, feeling negative emotions (Fredrickson, 2009; Garland et al., 2010). In our terms, it means that it is hard to do MBMI,
while the participants feel negative emotions and want to run away. On the contrary, MBMI demands positivity (Valter, 2018).

Psychologically, human beings flourish when they are able to handle both negativity and positivity, and not letting negative thinking take over their minds, which makes them languishing (Keyes, 2002; Seligman, 2012; Dweck, 2017). Some people are easier to enter negative thinking, and they will often see themselves caught in a sense of bad feelings and “learned helplessness” (Seligman and Maier, 1967). This is a concept of human beings not able to act emotional freely, they are captured in negative thinking with the result of stress, depression, low self-esteem, conflicts, anger and so forth (Garland et al., 2010; Seligman, 2012; Fredrickson, 2013).

Below, the model illustrates components of motivation for learning and creating.

At the top, the result of the psychological process is an increased competence in learning and increased creativity. These achievements rely on basic processes of inner motivation, sense-making, social relatedness and a drive for personal growth, which are fundamental needs for all human beings
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(Knoop, 2016; Deci and Ryan, 1985). The model is a modification of Seligman’s PERMA model (2012) with its parameters of Positivity, Engagement, Relatedness, Meaning, and Acquisition in the sense of self-efficacy (Bandura, 1997).

Individuals not having these basic needs fulfilled may end up in a learned helplessness of passivity and a wide range of negative emotions such as low self-esteem, conflicting emotions, anger, stress, depression and jealousy (Garland et al., 2010). Positive emotions have an ‘undoing’ (dissolving) influence on negativity, and through this, “effects of positive emotions appear to accumulate and compound over time” so that the subject can flourish and prosper (Fredrickson, 2004, p. 158; Keyes, 2002; Garland et al., 2010; Seligman, 2012). Negative emotions have the opposite effect; they make the subject languish and feel helpless and weak (Keyes, 2002; Seligman and Maier, 1967; Seligman, 2012). Dweck proposes the concept of a fixed mindset and a growth mindset (2017) – the former mindset is closed for any efforts of learning and change; the latter is motivated for growth, MBMI, learning and creative thinking in the sense of the individual’s self-determination and autonomy (Deci and Ryan, 1985, 2000, 2017).

Thus, by training positive emotions in MBMI participants, projects and teams, it is possible to remove and even heal negative emotions (Garland et al., 2010, p. 852), allowing the participants and teams to see themselves in a positive emotional state in the MBMI process, even when they are influenced by VUCA. Psychometric tests (the Big Five Factor Model) is helpful to uncovering individuals’ natural preferences to positive and negative thinking (Walker and Jackson, 2014). This topic will be touched in the closing remarks.

6 Research Methodology and Design

The project was conducted as an action research experiment:

From a pool of cases from interventions over the years, we have chosen three cases in accordance to keywords from VUCA, MBMI and positive psychology:

• VUCA event: Volatile, Uncertain, Complex and Ambiguous
• Positive emotions/positivity, creativity, learning, relatedness (individual, team, network)
• MBMI: the cases are hit by VUCA at one or more of the seven levels in the MBMI model
Period of interventions and observations: 2010 – December 2022

Selection of cases:
- 2010: Case 1
- 2013: Case 3
- 2020: Case 2

Final observations and interviews

MBMI: the solution – incremental, radical, disruptive

Approximately 18 MBMI participants in three cases:
- Midtjylland Airport (MA), directly involved 5, indirectly involved 1.
- Salling Automoblog (SA), directly involved 8.
- Research Centre DHD, directly involved 5, indirectly involved 3.

The MBMI researchers were actively involved as participative action researchers in the cases. The cases were studied from 2010 to December 2022. The participative action research method (Chevalier, 2013; Bryman and Bell, 2011) form the general basic research framework and approach for the research.

The research was conducted under inductive reasoning with a both qualitative and quantitative research approach (Hair et al., 2015a, 2015b, 2015c; Lancaster, 2005). The research strategy also follows the methods of an explorative experimental research design (Andersen, 2018). The researcher relies on interpretation of the collected data, presentation of quantifiable, observable and qualitative results and data (Ryan, 2018). Regarding the inductive reasoning, findings observed at the end of the research followed by the presentation of a theory (Hair et al., 2015c).

7 Cases

Three different cases were studied in three different BMESs influenced by VUCA events from 2010 to March 2023. The cases were elected out
of several MBMI cases with particular focus on characteristics of positive thinking in challenging VUCA situations.

7.1 Case 1. The Midtjylland Airport MBMI Case

Midtjylland Airport (MA) is located in central Denmark and is located within the Air Base Karup, which is the primary base of the Royal Danish Air Force.

Due to its history, MA uses the runways, air traffic control, and fire department of Air Base Karup to ensure flight operation. MA is located in Jutland between 3 main competing airports; Billund Airport, Aalborg Airport and Aarhus Airport. The region around the airport is distinguished through its high number of Businesses. Some of the biggest Businesses in Europe have their domicile closely located to the airport. These Businesses operate internationally with several departments and daughter Businesses around the world. Their number of international travels per month is higher than the national average in the area. Available international flight paths are considered as crucial service for more than half of the Businesses in that region. For that reason, the Businesses demand short trips and day-to-day return but also long distance trips to global airport hubs in Europe. The Mayor share of all airport users is Business people (80%), who travel to meetings, conferences, etc., while the minor share consists of private people (9%) and commuters (7%), who travel frequently back and forth to work, and others (4%) (Midtjylland Airport, 2019).

7.1.1 MA – VUCA 1: Norwegian air stops to fly and operator cimber sterling declared bankruptcy and cancelled all flights on 3 May 2012

In 2010 approximately 350,000 passengers used the MA. In autumn 2011, Norwegian Air announced that they would stop flying at Karup airport. Norwegian could not earn money on the route. With Norwegian’s exit was
Karup Airport on a negative track road as it would lose 10 mill DKK in turnover. Without flights by Norwegian Air there was only Cimber Air left to service the passengers, but this stopped in May 2012, when Cimber Air went bankrupt.

**MA – MBMI Solution 1**

Late 2012 MA’s situation was so bad that the owners – nine municipalities around the airport – had to support with an economic help of 10 mill. DKK. It was money given to get the airport on a right track again. The airport was claimed important for the Mid and West Jutland area the Mayor of Holstebro Municipality announced. After the worst year ever since 2013 the Karup airport was again drained for money and the airport expected a deficit in 2014 of 5,8 Mio. DKK. The airport had to get another million investment and the 9 municipalities support with another 12 Mio. DKK in deficit guarantee to secure the airports survival the next 3 years.

It seemed that the investment helped and soon after Norwegian Air began again to offer cheap tickets to recruit more customers to fly from MA. The passenger number increase and the Danish DAT began to fly on March 2015 domestic flights on Karup. DAT took over the domestic root from Norwegian. The expectation was that DAT would reach about 250.000 passengers from Karup pr. year. However, MA reached a deficit of 6,1 Mio. DKK. It was needed to get up to 200.000 more passengers to balance the economy at MA. A re-branding strategy was proposed with a new name instead of Karup Airport. A promotion plan was proposed and introduced to double the number of passengers. The new name Midtjylland Airport was decided and implemented. A new CEO was at the same time presented.

However, the change of name, promotion and CEO did not work as expected. Numbers of passengers did not increase as expected. Only 134.000 passengers flew to and from the Airport in 2018 – a decrease of 8% related to 2017. In the first half year of 2019 a further reduction of 16,5 % was realized.

**7.1.2 MA – VUCA 2: Coronavirus pandemic close the airport 2020**

In March 2020, all airports – including MA – were hit by the coronavirus pandemic. All flights to and from MA were cancelled and firstly in August 2020 reopen. A month later DAT closed their route due to coronavirus and too few passengers. Later the route opened again, but was closed in December 2020 resulting in only 29.000 passengers in 2020 – the worst year for MA ever.
MA – MBMI Solution 2
MA chose to close down MA and wait for new opening possibilities.

7.1.3 MA – VUCA 3: Energy Prices increase 2020 – 2022
Gas and electricity prices started to raise extremely in 2021 and 2022. This hurts MA very badly.

MBMI Solution 3:
MA began to investigate the energy consumption with 2 groups of researchers at AU – BTECH – CET and CGC. With CET they made a deep analysis of energy and a top journal on top of this work (Bujok, 2022) was created. In Greenbizz project (Greenbizz 2022) an investigation with sensors spread out on all machines and energy consuming technologies was implemented. The results of the MBMI solution was not finally gathered early 2023 but some solutions looked very positive.

7.1.4 MA VUCA 4: Largest customer DAT–flight carrier announce to stop operating
DAT, the largest Air Flight carrier to Midtjylland’s Airport, announce that it will stop operating by December 2022. Passenger drop as seen in picture 2 caused by the DAT management decision.

MBMI Solution 4
After the coronavirus pandemic the flights were again running from MA, but the financial situation was too difficult and the deficit too high. A new board with Mayor from Viborg Municipality as chair announced a new beginning and a new strategy. The board wanted to increase the numbers of flights
and make the flights/airport green. Ant the board wanted to do some new investments. MA CEO began negotiating with a new airplane operator, but meantime the board decided to close the airport.

7.1.5 MA – VUCA 5: CEO position closed down 2022
The new MA board decided to lay the CEO of MA off and several of the employees as well.

MBMI Solution 5
The new MA board decided to lay the CEO of MA and several of the employees off to save costs. At this moment (2022) the operators paid 142 DKK pr. passenger that travel from MA plus a start tax for the airplane and cost for the handling of passengers. Thereby MA was the most expensive airport in Denmark. By the new initiative, the board expected it would be easier to get a new operator for MA.

7.2 Case 2. The Salling Autogenbrug MBMI Case
Salling Autogenbrug (SA) is a family-run Business. Auto recycling is the Business of scrapping, dismantling cars and other vehicles that are no longer suited for driving.
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The Business models of SA can be structured in five main portfolios (Figure 4): Spare parts, Scrap Iron, Component resell, Environmental Treatment and Auto repair. All cars received at SA are today manual sorted into

A cars – cars that can be serviced and repaired and sold as used cars
B cars – cars that some parts can be sold for spare parts
C cars – cars that can only be dismantle, scraped, and send for up, down or recycling

A strategic Business decision was made when relocating the Business so SA would no longer offer Auto repair services from 2022 as shown in the Figure 4. SA at its previous location in a village in West Jutland was authorized to scrap a maximum of 10 cars at a time but SA has since then grown and today have the authorization to maximum 1500 vehicles. The SA warehouse held more than 30,000 quality controlled spare parts and the garage had a licence to do environmental treatment and dismantling. In 2009, the ownership was handed over to two sons of the founder. In 2019, the sister joined the management team.

7.2.1 SA VUCA 1: Volatile procurement prices on resources and materials, 2020–2022

Prices officially and unofficially on scrapped cars turn out to increase dramatically especially in the beginning of 2019 – 2022.

MBMI Solution 1
A new SA strategy, where management began to bulk scrapped cars and metal to take advantage of the raising prices. This hurt liquidity, but at the same time increased the income to SA due to sold cars.

7.2.2 SA VUCA 2: Volatile prices on AS IS BM´s – metal, C-scrapped cars 2020 – 2022

Prices on metal and C-scrapped cars began in early 2020 to be very volatile, especially in 2021 – 2022. This seemed to be a relation between scrap procurement prices of used cars and the prices on metal and scrapped cars. Further, the raw material prices began to show steep up-going price trends due to coronavirus pandemic and war in Ukraine.

MBMI Solution 2
SA management immediately understood that they could get an advantage out of the price situation and began to bulk the c-scrapped cars.
The warehouse with all the spare parts burned down.

The siblings, management of SA, and main entrance to the Business in Skive.

7.2.3 SA VUCA 3: Burn down of Business, 2021–2022

In February 2021 the owners met a burning platform in the most literally sense: A violent fire destroyed both a large new warehouse and one of the two garages of the SA Business.

MBMI Solution 3

Instead of rebuilding the fire-destroyed buildings, the SA management decided to move to a new location. After 4 months, a new Business possibility came up. The SA management took the chance to buy a 3 times larger auto recycling Business in a larger town, Skive, in West Jutland. 8 months after some heavy renovation and rebuilding, the new recycling Business SA opened in March 2022.

The location had been rebuild into a modern auto recycling Business and the revitalization of the SA Business was finished. SA hereby established a new Business headquarter and production with new storage perfectly fitting SA’s Businesses vision and needs in short and long term perspective.

7.2.4 SA VUCA 4: New Green transformation request/ruleset – 2021 – 2023

SA created a vision to become Denmark’s most green auto recycling Business of scrapped cars. However, this was a very complex strategy to fulfill, when trying to optimize green, Business and social economic – triple bottom line (Ezkowiths 2008) – at the same time in a very conservative BMES.
The siblings decided to increase material recycling of scrapped C-cars to a higher recycling level – from 30% to 10% “clean” related to existing standards for C-scrapped cars in the BMES. SA had for several years focused on the possibility to reuse, up, down and recycle more materials and resources from C-scrapped cars, but had not yet found a BM set-up and particular a scale-up setup that was commercially interesting and sustainable.

**MBMI Solution 4**
SA together with a Business consultant from network partner Business Skive (municipality organization) decided to find some funding to kick-start the MBMI project. SA together with a Business consultant achieved to find the funding and started to gather a small MBMI group to solve the MBMI project Scale-up C-scrapped cars. An expert on resource and materials, a customer that schildes the C-scrapped cars and an expert on Business model cases where invited to participate.

**7.2.5 SA VUCA 5: Volatile prices on recycling material – tires, glass, seat foam, 2022**
As the MBMI solution 4 began to take form SA was hit by suddenly volatile and uncertain prices on recycling materials like tire, glass, foam e.g. Instead of having positive prices on tires the prices on tire turned suddenly to a negative price – SA had to pay money “to get rid” of the tires.

**MBMI Solution 5**
SA together with a network partners in MBMI 4 solution decided to find new ways new MBMI solutions, new network partners and customers to work with the materials and resources taken out of the C-scrapped cars.

**7.3 Case 3. The DHD MBMI Case**
BFB was founded in 2013 with the name NCJU, and it was hosted at the Business BV. In 2018, the name was changed to DHD and adapted as one of 18 divisions in DHD Global. DHD did basic and applied service through a global, collaborative, cross-/interdisciplinary research and Business network. DHD had four Business portfolios as seen in Figure 5.

DHD facilitated the headquarter of DHD, and had more than 10 cross-/interdisciplinary projects. DHD was at December 2022 involved in projects for about 3 Mio. EUR and had an internal turnover of 1 Mio. EUR pr. year. DHD had 30 employees engaged.
DHD was organized on the roots of JG, established in 2003, and JDI, established in 2008. JG and JDI both gained through 2003 – 2014 some very large projects, and therefore, it was natural to merge JG and JDI together, as their Businesses were complimenting each other on service, projects, funding activities, conferences, education, industry collaboration and many other areas.

7.3.1 DHD – VUCA 1: CEO JG not to be continued employed – 2013/2014

In 2013, it was announced, unexpectedly, to CEO JG that his contract as CEO would not be prolonged.

MBMI Solution 1

However, CEO JG wanted to continue his task, and in 2014 he was offered a joint full time CEO in DHD together with former CEO JDI. A split CEO position. DHD head office at the same time moved the residence of BV.

7.3.2 DHD – VUCA 2: Internal competition between Business units at BV, 2016 – 2022

Internal Business units within BV started to compete with DHD and tried to eliminate and prevent DHD to have general Business activities – these are mandatory service activities in BV – and to forbid DHD to get into strategic important service activities, management positions and internal investments possibilities as well. The background was some old rivalry from a 2013 MBMI process. DHD started to lose influence internal BV and to lose management positions at BV. A new manager was elected to BV and the former manager of BV service activities was reelected to service management.
positions. BV Management soon take over management and service positions held by DHD previously.

**MBMI Solution 2**
DHD began to negotiate with BV management but without success. DHD began to search for other service activities internal BV and external BV both in a national and an international scale.

**7.3.3 DHD – VUCA 3: Internal split DHD – Business unit**
One minor fraction of the DHD group started in 2018 to negotiate secretly with BV management aiming to break out of DHD and establish a new Business unit. Several internal meetings with top management resulted in a final decision to split the DHD into two – DBD and DHD both physically and Business wise.

**MBMI Solution 3**
DHD moved to a new location and began to brand DHD division heavily externally. Branding internally BV was tried, but without great success, since this task was controlled by the top BV management and the central BV communication department. After several attempts, DHD decided purely to focus on global and international branding and promotion.

**7.3.4 DHD – VUCA 4: Important BM´s are taken away from DHD**
New and revised management at BV began to marginalize DHD and take over core BMs from DHD. DHD was rejected to operate several BMs. These BMs challenged young DHD employees, because if they cannot operate these BMs activities they would not be able to qualify for advancement and fixed positions in BV. Some of the employees at DHD considered leaving DHD, although they were deeply involved in many DHD projects.

**MBMI Solution 4**
DHD made a tender to one important BV BM service activity – GJ BM – operated by BV, which soon was rejected by the BV management. DHD began international service activities. M5G, GB and C Projects initiated these initiatives.

**7.3.5 DHD – VUCA 5: Close down of Business Unit**
Top Management at BV decided within five days in December 2022 to close down DHD with effect 1. February 2023. Arguments were not public, and
there were no communication to the DHD management about the reasons. DHD did not get any official information on beforehand, but unofficially information had been floating to some of the DHD employees some months before it happened. The DHD-labs closed and removed within few days by order from the BV management, while the researchers, DHD management and employees observed the break down without any explanations or any possibilities to intervene.

**MBMI Solution 5**

DHD management started a process of analysing the situation and tried to find positive solutions out of the VUCA situation. Networks and divisions were partners in this process.

### 8 Findings

When looking at the VUCA events in the three cases we organize the solutions in accordance to concepts from the above mentioned concepts from VUCA, MBMI processes, BMES layers and psychological concepts of positive emotions/positivity, creativity, learning and relatedness which imply increased motivation and sensemaking. As demonstrated in enclosure 1 (table) we have found:

- **MBMI solution**: all cases choose incremental and radical solutions – only in case 3 the solution is disruptive to the closing down of DHD.
- **VUCA**: all cases are hit primarily by Uncertainty even though the cases meet a full VUCA in one or two situations. In case 1, the hits are primarily coming from outside the Business (coronavirus pandemic, prices) except from the internal decision of dismissal of the CEO. In case 2, the hits are half from outside and half from inside – an example of outside VUCA is the burning down of the old domicile. In case 3, the VUCA is exclusively internal – in three situations the DHD is hit by a full VUCA from inside the organization (see enclosure 1).

In the table below, we summarize the findings from the concepts of positivity, relatedness, learning and creativity, which influence the sense of meaning and motivation:

All three MBMI cases are influenced by different internal and external VUCA events, where the individuals within very short time were unexpectedly threatened on the survival of the Business, the Business unit or central BMs in the Business. The VUCA events even closed down BMES,
Table 1  Based on the three cases the table shows that the players react very close to the concepts of the theoretical background as described

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concepts</th>
<th>MA</th>
<th>SA</th>
<th>DHD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Positive emotions</strong></td>
<td>CEO uses the phrase: “it’ll be fine”.</td>
<td>The siblings express family values and by that strengthen positive emotions – being together instead of isolated in a negative spiral.</td>
<td>The ongoing VUCA in DHD is viewed as opportunities and as academic topics to research.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Engagement</strong></td>
<td>Understanding of the task in the airport case.</td>
<td>Understanding of the family’s influence on the green transition.</td>
<td>Motivation to working with Multi Business Model Innovation in global and international networks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Motivation for ongoing action even though he is no longer employed.</td>
<td>Understanding and focus on values in the local area as motivator.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Social relatedness</strong></td>
<td>CEO seems alone in his position but he has established a strong network/team outside the airport organization in order to revitalize the concept of small airports.</td>
<td>The family team values and the collaboration between the three siblings is basic for the recycling Business, which is proposed by the sister as an individual.</td>
<td>DHD management finds strong Business relationships outside BV. Networks in India, Pakistan, Norway, Sweden and outside BV in Denmark.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Motivation to learn and create</strong></td>
<td>Networking, airport for future, challenges are opportunities.</td>
<td>Rooted in family values and local values, the Business develop very innovative skills in the car recycling Business.</td>
<td>The VUCA events are topics for learning competence innovation and global networking.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Businesses and BMs within few days, unfolding on the core Business level, but with MBMI solutions lifted up in the BMES. In addition to this, the participants in all cases demonstrate that their learning capability undergo the process of epistemology in the MBMI circle (as seen in Figure 2) from
downloading to presencing and entering into a new paradigmatic view upon their Business (right side in Figure 2 above).

On the psychological level, the participants keep a positive mindset and they have an increased activity and courage to solve the problems on other levels than on the burning platform. Instead of responding by negative emotions, the individuals in the three cases react by opening up their networks and collaborate. They don’t end up in a languishing or in a fixed mindset (Dweck, 2017; Keyes, 2002), but seem to flourish in a significant drift towards a growth mindset (Dweck, 2017; Keyes, 2002) on a personal, on an organizational and strategic level which is exactly what is needed in a MBMI process influenced by VUCA. In the three cases the persons affected by the VUCA respond surprisingly positive and creative, instead of – what could be expected – in negativity: Continuing to find solutions for airports and organizing a network outside the organization (case 1). Moving to another domicile, strengthening of family values in the local area and focusing on green transition in a black Business (case 2). Going global in Business activities, recruiting of international students, staff, Businesses, and constantly applying for external Business outside the DHD organization (case 3).

Even more surprising, the persons seems relaxed and un-stressful, as they demonstrate a wide range of positivity in their reaction pattern. This is what Garland et al. (2010) describes as a positive upward-going spiraling, broadening and up-building (Fredrickson, 2001, 2004, 2009) movement from a potential life-threatening situation to a very positive mindful view on opportunities expressed. The more relaxed and positive, the more learning and creative they behave – as illustrated in Figure 3.

9 Reflections and Discussion

Our methodology is designed on events since 2010, observed, retold and interpretated by the involved participants and with the researcher most often as a participant and observing. This opens for bias in selection of cases, interpretation of events and conclusions and in validity and reliability of the research (Bryman and Bell, 2011). On the other hand, these cases and the results outlined from the events are characterized as primarily qualitative case studies (Bryman and Bell, 2011) of which a quantitative method would never have access to. A qualitative study by interviews outlined as an anthropological field study (Bryman and Bell, 2011, p. 697) on location will open for broader interpretations of the situations and the participants’ behavior and mindset.
In the three cases, we found that VUCA can hit from both inside and outside the Business and on all MBMI levels (Figure 1) as well. VUCA events, according to our cases, are categorized as attacks that hit randomly, brutal and sudden with no warning and no prior information. VUCA has large consequences to the Business, the BM and the participants.

What is interesting is how and why do these MBMI participants and teams react as they do in the MBMI cases hit by VUCA? Our findings point out that they seem to stay calm, positive and try to get an overview in chaotic situation with its very high level of speed and huge amount of uncertainty. The MBMI solutions are primarily incremental and radical in which the participants take action with grit and a wish to make the project to succeed. In case 3 where we see one single disruptive solution – the participants stop negotiating and starts all over with the risk of even more risk and uncertainty.

In addition to this, our study confirms positive thinking mindset in all situations. E.g. in case 1: The participant use the phrase “it’ll be fine” even when he is dismissed; in case 2: After burn down of the Business, they move to another site and create the Business even larger; in case 3: The close down of the DHD the participants reorganize the headquarter, go global and open a new Business. Will all of this have happened without positive thinking? We doubt, as all cases overcome destruction and continue by new visions and increased positivity. All participants seem to draw heavily on teams and networks as part of their solutions. Could they have done all of this alone? Only in case 1 we have a single individual, but he has a very strong informal network at hand. As seen in Figure 3, basic mental states including positive emotions and relatedness predict learning and creativity, which in turn predict increased positivity and relatedness, meaning and motivation.

Thus, our cases tend to confirm positivity, but we still need to deduce whether the positive emotions are the fundamental constituent for the result. Our findings indicate that positive thinking can become the most important tool of stimulating MBMI competences in future MBMI processes influenced by VUCA. However, the problem is, how to measure the level of positivity in a human being’s mind; and second, can positivity be trained by coaching, supervision or facilitating techniques?

In the three cases, the participants respond positively to the VUCA situations. This leads to the question: Are successful MBMI processes limited to positive people? As described above, positivity is related to personal growth. This leads us to discuss: How to design a MBMI process on a basis of personal development and team training with focus on individual motives, individual behaviors, team motives, team behaviors and the individual and
collective outcomes. One hypothesis is that individual motives and behaviors are different to the team’s motive and behavior. The challenge is that people working alone with MBMI may come to other conclusions than individuals in teams and networks. In earlier research, we focus on coaching and mindfulness techniques in order to form teams (Andersen, 2018; Flarup 2018).

10 Conclusion

Businesses are met by Volatility, Uncertainty, Complexity, and Ambiguity – VUCA – on all levels. In order to ensure “right speed” in MBMI processes and performance influenced by VUCA, Businesses must acquire knowledge through learning and creating of their existing BMs and their BMESs very much faster. Learn fast from other VUCA solutions, successes and failures, but when the map is confusing, blurred, and complex, it is risky to learn from previous examples and hard to make decisions, which may turn out to be wrong and even destructive to the Business and the individuals.

In three cases, studied from 2010 to 2022, by mixed methods, it is identified that the involved participants from Midtjylland Airport, Salling Autogenbrug and Research Centre DHD meet VUCA with a fundamental positive thinking on individual and team level. This psychological competence in addition to a strong sense of relatedness, creates the basic ground to make ambitious MBMI solutions that can meet VUCA events and challenges. Most decisions are incremental and radical, which corresponds to the urge to solve the situation and not leave the spot.

From a VUCA perspective, the individuals in the three cases turn strongly negative situations into new views and actions into visionary engagement and motivation. They demonstrate a will to constantly learning and creating knowledge of the situation and a strong will to create new BMES, Businesses and BMs on the ruins of the old as vividly described in the mythological tale of the bird Phoenix. The study tends to confirm that the positive mindset is the fundamental component for the MBMI outcome – exposed in teams and networks – and that the continuously learning motivation for working for creating meaning and ambitious MBMI solutions despite the VUCAs rely on positivity. As one of the participants express: “It’ll be fine.”

11 Further Research

A deeper look into the psychological processes will be facilitated by a psychometric test (Big Five – Five Factor profile test; Psychometrics 2022)
on a larger sample. As mentioned above, there are individual differences in the three cases. In Big Five curiosity, openness, agreeableness, conscientiousness, creativity, disruption tolerance and motivation seem to be important personal characteristics in combination with a high IQ, which correlates positively with the ability to cope with complexity (Neisser et al., 1996; Horstmeyer, 2019; Pangaribuan et al., 2020).

Second, a larger sample of mixed MBMI teams (competences, personal profiles) in order to determine the importance of positive thinking in MBMI processes influenced by VUCA. We intend to identify the influence of facilitation, supervision and coaching (Andersen et al., 2018; Flarup, 2018) on the MBMI processes, and to explore the relation between positive thinking and high quality MBMI solutions.
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Table 2  
VUCA and MBMI overview

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MA</th>
<th>Short Text</th>
<th>Inside Business (IB)/Outside Business (OB)</th>
<th>MBMI Solution</th>
<th>MBMI Level</th>
<th>Individual</th>
<th>Teams</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VUCA 1</td>
<td>Operator Cimber goes bankrupt</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>B/BMD</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VUCA 2</td>
<td>Corona Pandemic close the airport</td>
<td>x x x x</td>
<td>OB</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>B/BM</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VUCA 3</td>
<td>Energy Prices increases</td>
<td>x x x</td>
<td>OB</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>B/BM</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VUCA 4</td>
<td>Largest Customer DAT – close down route</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>B/BM</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VUCA 5</td>
<td>CEO position closed down</td>
<td>x x x</td>
<td>IB</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA VUCA</td>
<td>Volatile Procurement Prices on AS IS BM</td>
<td>x x</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>BM</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VUCA 2</td>
<td>Volatile sales prices on AS IS BM’s</td>
<td>x x</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>BM</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VUCA 3</td>
<td>Burn down of Business</td>
<td>x x x</td>
<td>IB</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VUCA 4</td>
<td>New Green transformation request/ruleset</td>
<td>x x x x</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>BMP</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DHD VUCA 1</td>
<td>CEO JG not to be continued employed</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>IB</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DHD VUCA 2</td>
<td>Internal competition begins between Business units</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>IB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DHD VUCA 3</td>
<td>Internal split DHD – Business unit</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>IB</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DHD VUCA 4</td>
<td>Important BM’s are taken away from DHD</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>IB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DHD VUCA 5</td>
<td>Close down of Business Unit</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>IB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7 OB</td>
<td>7- I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 – IB</td>
<td>7- R</td>
<td>1- Both OB/IB</td>
<td>1- D</td>
<td>2-BMP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-BM</td>
<td>5- BMD</td>
<td>0-BMC</td>
<td>1-MBMIP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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